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displays of the brilliant William II two features alone never
failed—arrogant megalomania and an instinctive preference for
methods of violence. These, it is not unfair to say, became the
national vices of pre-war Germany; and they made her an
object of alarm to every leading nation save her Austrian ally.
To admit this is not to imply that the world's peace would
have been assured, could any single Power have been eliminated
from its reckonings. Mankind lived under a system of 'inter-
national anarchy', of which more than one Power from time to
time tried to take aggressive advantage. All of them wanted
to expand; and the very doctrines which had been evolved to
control that tendency (e.g. the doctrine of Compensation') often
threatened as much danger as they averted. Nevertheless it was
the attitude of post-Bismarckian Germany which at this time
dominated the international stage, and shaped the issues that
brought catastrophe.
In the case of Great Britain the reactions of policy have been
well summarized by a great Austrian scholar:
'It was quite obvious to British statesmen, during the decades that
preceded the World War, that England must retain her supremacy
at sea; that she could not permit any Continental Power to establish
a hegemony in Europe and by so doing upset the European Balance
of Power in a sense contrary to British interests; and finally, that she
could not allow Belgium to pass into the hands of the strongest
Continental Power. Since ihtfear that Germany entertained such
plans increased from year to year, British statesmen held it to be their
duty to make all possible preparations to be ready to defeat such
plans if Germany should one day seek to put them into operation.
Hence the increase in naval armaments, the successive agreements
with their allies, and hence also their endeavours to win for England
new friends.91
The reason for the Ententes could not be better stated. But it
ought to be added that while successive prime ministers, foreign
secretaries, and foreign office officials knew these things, the
majority of members of the houses of commons elected in 1906
and 1910 were almost totally unalive to them. Before 1906 the
relatively aristocratic parliaments were largely recruited from
families with a traditional interest in foreign affairs. Palmerston
or Disraeli debated such topics before a knowledgeable assembly.
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